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Overview of presentation
• LeadingEdge facts 
• Challenges and objectives
• Partners and added value
• Main project achievements
• Dissemination actions 
• Exploitation actions and systainability
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LeadingEdge facts
• Topic: Smart Distribution of 

Computing in Dynamic 
Networks (SDCDN)

• Start date: April 1, 2020 
• Duration: 3 years
• Funding: 1,01MEuros 
• Coordinator: Iordanis 

Koutsopoulos (AUEB-RC)
• Webpage: 

https://mm.aueb.gr/leadingedge/

• Partners:
– Athens U of Economics 

and Business –
Research Center (GR) –
Coordinator

– StreamOwl (GR)
– University Polytechnic 

Catalunia (ES)
– University of Oulu (FI)
– EURECOM (FR)
– Huawei Lab Paris (FR) 
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Partner Presentation
• AUEB-RC (Prof. Iordanis Koutsopoulos): 

Dynamic resource allocation, Federated Learning, online learning
• StreamOwl (Dr. Savvas Argyropoulos)

Video quality assessment
• University Polytechnic Catalunya (Profs. Leandro Navarro, Felix 

Freitag): 
Distributed systems, Federated Learning, IoT, experimentation 

with guifi.net community network
• U of Oulu (Prof. Mehdi Bennis): 
• Distributed Learning, edge AI, low-latency & reliability,

drone and vehicular networks
• EURECOM (Profs. Adlen Ksentini, Navid Nikaien): 

AI-driven service orchestration, 4G/5G experimentation
computation offloading

• Huawei France (Dr. Apostolis Destounis): 
Online Convex Optimization, Learning,m on-device AI
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LeadingEdge  in one slide
• Focus on Edge Computing and Edge Analytics
• Aspired Impact: Leave a firm mark on how services are managed 

in 5G and Beyond networks 
– Resource-demanding services using resources at the network edge (e.g. for 

data analytics)

• Pillar 1: Intra-service resource allocation optimization at the edge
– Edge resource consumption and management (cache capacity, compute, 

bandwidth, energy) within a service 
– Coping with unknown dynamics at edge (demand, mobility, topology, etc)

• Pillar 2: Cross-service orchestration at system level
– AI driven service orchestration

• Pillar 3: User-level QoE
– Characterization of QoE at different settings
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LeadingEdge Overview
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Fig.1: Overview of the approach and main components of the research method of LeadingEdge. 

 

Thread 1: Optimized resource management for accurate service-level data analytics 

This thread aims to develop an algorithmic suite for orchestrating available computational, 

bandwidth, and cache resources at the wireless edge and the cloud so as to perform 

impromptu high-accuracy computations and data analytics tasks with data emerging at a 

streaming fashion at various locations at the edge. Each data analytics task will be abstracted 

as a directed, acyclic graph where each node corresponds to an operation, and links capture 

operation precedence. A prime example is object/face recognition which arises in streaming 
video analytics and consists of a pipeline of several operations.  

We will study novel computation speed maximization problems that involve operation 

placement and computation allocation in edge nodes and require on-demand embedding on 

the physical edge network infrastructure under bandwidth constraints. The problems will be 

rigorously solved by advanced stochastic optimization techniques, and provably optimal and 

adaptive algorithms that lead to light-weight practical implementations for maximum 

computation rate. Furthermore, novel ideas will be explored and materialized, such as:  

• Selective caching of previous computation results such as results of image recognition 

tasks in order to avoid repetition of hard computations and thus save time; 

• Use of cached results from previous data analytics tasks that are similar to the one at hand, 

in conjunction with transfer learning techniques so as to speed up computation rate in 

deriving results. Transfer learning achieves improvement in the learning process of a task 

by using prior accumulated knowledge from a prior related task. 

 

Thread 2: Joint utility optimization for low-latency, reliable services 

Enabling Ultra-Reliable Low-latency Communications (URLLC) [Be18] mandates a 

departure from expected-utility based theories, since relying on average quantities is no longer 

an option. We will explicitly model and characterize higher-order statistics of task queue 

lengths in edge/fog networks and impose probabilistic constraints on the delay/queue length 

deviation e.g. that the probability of the task queue length exceeding a certain threshold is 

lower than an arbitrary small positive value.  

We will resort to analytical tools from extreme-value theory to characterize the occurrence 

of rare events with low probability. The unexpected high latencies of failures in task offloading 

that occur with low probability due to undesirable dynamics in communication or computation 

processes will be modelled and understood. Henceforth, we will derive optimal control policies 

to prevent or counter such rare events via smart resource optimization, thus yielding stringent 

service reliability (success in delivering traffic within a certain deadline). 

 

Intra service

Cross-service

User level



Challenges and Scientific Objectives (1)
• Optimally use edge/cloud resources at service level, through 

intelligent task offloading to cloud, and dynamic allocation of 
computation among edge nodes 
– Stochastic optimization
– novel usage of caching resources 

• Derive fundamental performance limits and devise dynamic 
algorithms for maximization of computation rate of data analytics, 
with low latency and high reliability
– extreme value theory

• Overcome unpredictability of service demand, mobility, topology
– online convex optimization (OCO) for learning dynamics affecting intra-service 

resource allocation decisions 

• AI-based system-level service orchestrator
– dynamic service placement, 
– network slicing, dynamic resource provisioning across services, 
– context-awareness 7



Project Objectives (2)
• Service-level proof-of-concept (PoC) validation: 

– Real-time image recognition that optimally uses resources
– Video quality assessment solutions, with different complexity/accuracy and 

configuration of edge/cloud and cloud/backend resources

• System-level validation:
– OpenAirInterface.org (OAI), Mosaic-5g.io software platforms: Real-time 

experimentation environment with full 4G/5G functionalities for service 
orchestration

– the guifi.net community-network infrastructure to deploy services at scale 
and measure perceived user-level QoE 
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LeadingEdge WP Structure
• WP1: Effective learning of unknown dynamics in edge 

computing: HUA, AUEB-RC, UO 
• WP2: Low-latency and reliable edge computing: UO, 

AUEB-RC, HUA
• WP3: Optimized intra-service resource allocation within 

services: AUEB-RC, UO, EURECOM, SOWL
• WP4: Service orchestration for optimized inter-service 

resource allocation and network slicing: EURECOM, UPC
• WP5: Experimentation and service deployment over 

community networks: UPC, EURECOM
• WP6: Dissemination and Exploitation: SOWL, ALL
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Online Convex Optimization for user association

• Blind optimal user association in small-cell networks
• Learn what is the best service policy π of a set of locations through a 

set of Access Points
– Demand at each location unpredictable, non-stationary, known only after 

association decision is made

• Devised zero-regret algorithm
• Defined new benchmark that is in between static and dynamic regret
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Fig. 1. At each time slot t location i 2 I requests traffic with intensity
�i(t), which can be split into portions ⇡ji(t)�i and served by different APs
j 2 N i in its neighbourhood.

Although we later consider differentiable cost functions, the
results of this paper are valid for any other cost function,
considering rf(x) to also stand for a subgradient of f(·)
at point x.
• Convexity. A function f(x) : A ! B is convex iff

8x1,x22A, f(x1)� f(x2)  hrf(x1),x1 � x2i, for ha,bi
the inner product of a and b. If it exists, the Hessian matrix
of a convex function is positive semi-definite, and vice versa.
• p-norm and its dual norm. Let x 2 d. Its p-norm is

defined as kxkp :=
⇣Pd

i=1 |xi|p
⌘1/p

. A q-norm is said to be
the dual of p-norm iff 1

p + 1
q = 1.

• Lipschitz-continuity. A function f(x) : A ! B is
Lipschitz-continuous iff the p-norm of the gradient is bounded,
i.e., if 9L : krf(x)kp = L < +1.

• Strong convexity. A function f(x) : A ! B

is �-strongly-convex w.r.t. a p-norm iff 8x1,x2 2 A,
f(x1) � f(x2) + hrf(x1),x2 � x1i+ �

2 kx2 � x1kp.
Model components. We consider downlink transmissions

in a geographical area that is partitioned into locations i 2 I
and is covered by a set J of APs. We define the ”neighbour-
hood” set Nj , j 2 J , as the subset of locations that can be
served by AP j. Similarly, N i

, i 2 I, is the subset of APs that
can serve traffic of location i. An overview of our model and
relevant notation are given in Fig. 1 and Table I, respectively.

Location traffic. We denote as � = (�i)i2I the traffic in-
tensity vector. Each element �i � 0 is the aggregate amount
(in packets/second) of requested traffic of all users in location
i, modeled as a random variable from a general distribution.

Access Point (AP) load. The traffic requested by a location
i can be served by multiple APs, those in N i

. An association
policy determines the association control variables ⇡ji 2 [0, 1]
denoting the fraction of traffic �i which is routed from AP j to
location i. Each location’s demand must be entirely served, so
its association variables are constrained to lie in the probability
simplex. Thus, 8i 2 I, (⇡ji)j2J 2 ⇧, where:

⇧ =
�
x 2 [0, 1]|J | :

X

j2J

xj = 1
 
. (1)

Following an association decision ⇡ = (⇡ji)j2J ,i2I , AP j

transmits an aggregate demand intensity
P

i2Nj
�i⇡ji. The

packet transmission process at each AP is modeled as a
queuing process. Prior work [3] has shown that statistical

Model

I Set of locations i J Set of APs j
N i Set of neighbour APs for location i Nj Set of neighbour locations for AP j
�i Intensity of traffic requested at i ⇡ji Fraction of �i routed to i by j
⇢j Total load at AP j ⇢0 Load threshold
⇧ Probability simplex ⌦ Feasibility set

�↵(·) Cost function T Time horizon
t Time slot K Number of zones in each period

Wk Time window: Set of slots in zone k

Equivalent problem formulation and Association Algorithm

V (·) Penalty-featured costs ⌦0 Extended feasibility set
L Lipschitz constant for V h(·) Regularization function

g(·) Mirror function ⇥ Matrix with gradient information
t⌧k ⌧ -th time slot in window Wk

TABLE I
NOTATION TABLE

multiplexing effects can be captured by modeling this queue
with processor sharing service. Assuming the packets have
exponentially distributed sizes with mean 1/!, and denoting
as Cji the average transmission rate from BS j to location i

(averaged over the channel statistics), the load ⇢j of BS j is

⇢j(⇡,�) =
X

i2Nj

�i⇡ji

!Cji
.

Let ⇢ = (⇢j)j2J . The AP traffic load is a measure of the
percentage of time the AP is busy with packet transmission.
When ⇢j < 1, AP j is stable in the sense that its packet
transmission queue does not grow unbounded. Values close to
1 indicate large delays. If ⇢j > 1, the AP queue is unstable and
grows without limit. It results in infinite delays and bad user
experience, and therefore must be avoided. To ensure stability
and a high-quality service in terms of delay for the end-users,
association decisions ⇡ are constrained so that:

⇢j(⇡,�)  ⇢0, 8j 2 J , (2)
where ⇢0 2 (0, 1) a load threshold. Combining (1) and (2),
the feasible set for association variables is:

⌦ =

8
<

:⇡ 2 ⇧|I| :
X

i2Nj

�i⇡ji

!Cji
 ⇢0, 8j 2 J
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Cost function. Let �(⇡,�) be the system cost as a result of
association policy ⇡ under traffic �. Our cost functions belong
to the following family of convex and Lipschitz-continuous in
⇡ functions [2], for ⇢  ⇢0 and ↵ � 0:

�↵(⇡,�) =
X

j2J

�j
↵(⇡,�), (4)

where �j
↵(⇡,�) =

(
1

↵�1 (1� ⇢j(⇡,�))
1�↵, ↵ 6= 1

�log(1� ⇢j(⇡,�)), ↵ = 1
. (5)

To confirm convexity in ⇡ when ⇢ < ⇢0, observe that the
cost functions are twice differentiable with positive second
derivative, hence their Hessian matrix is positive semidefinite,
which implies convexity. To confirm Lipschitz-continuity in
⇡, observe that when ⇢j < ⇢0, then 8j, i, r�↵(⇡ji,�ji) is
bounded, and so is the p-norm kr�↵(⇡,�)kp. We will rely
on both the convexity and the Lipschitz-continuity of the cost
function to design our online user association algorithm and
prove its performance guarantees.

Different values of ↵ lead to different cost functions. For
example, for ↵ = 0, (4) reduces to the total system load,
�0(⇡,�) =

P
j2J ⇢j(⇡,�). For ↵ = 2, it is �2(⇡,�) =P

j2J (1� ⇢j(⇡,�))
�1, and (4) is equivalent to the average

delay experienced by a typical demand flow in a stationary

L. E. Chatzieleftheriou, A. Destounis, G. Paschos, I. Koutsopoulos. "Blind Optimal User Association in Small-Cell Networks", 
in IEEE INFOCOM 2021. 

https://mm.aueb.gr/leadingedge/pubs/2021_CDPK_INFOCOM.pdf
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OCO for Edge Computing: system model
• Resource allocation decisions:

• Fraction of the request to process locally and transmit to each AP.
• Transmission power and bandwidth to be used.  
• Bandwidth for routing to the cloud and each edge server. 
• Allocation of computing resources at each edge server. 
• Bandwidth for rerouting to other edge servers and the cloud server.  

• Incoming Requests:  Request rate of computation tasks - adversary.

• Cost: 
• Delays based on the load ρ resulting from routing  and allocation of resources. 
• Total cost:  

• Constraints: The load at each node of the network should be  !!(#") < 1

Delay over the 
wireless access

Latency to the 
cloud

Latency to the edge
server

Latency to 
the cloud

Wireless access

Edge

APs to edge

Edge processing 
delay Power expenditure

Local processing 
delay

Delay at node i ≈ !!
"#!!

• Introduced new concepts suitable for edge computing, as constraints in 
online optimization problem, e.g. total number of nodes with service outages

• Proposed OCO no-regret algorithms for objective and constraints
• Tackled case of full and limited (bandit) feedback

A. Chouayakh and A. Destounis, “Towards no regret with no service outages in online resource allocation for edge 
computing,” in IEEE ICC, 2022



Low-latency 5G Communication
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Multi-access edge computing (MEC) + URLLC
1) Local vs. Remote computing

2) User-BS association under latency constraints
Cast as a Lyapunov optimization based user scheduling and RB allocation

Tail distribution characterized via Extreme Value Theory

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) + URLLC

• Goal. Dynamic Task Offloading and Resource Allocation for Ultra-
Reliable Low-Latency Edge Computing
• Challenges:
1. Much tighter URLLC requirements.
2. Information mismatch/freshness in factory manufacturing
Objectives:
1. Reliability-latency-energy-power tradeoff.
2. Information freshness investigation.

Multi-access edge computing (MEC) + URLLC
1) Local vs. Remote computing

2) User-BS association under latency constraints
Cast as a Lyapunov optimization based user scheduling and RB allocation

Tail distribution characterized via Extreme Value Theory



Age-optimal IoT communication
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Age-Optimal Industrial IoT

Goal: Reliable connectivity for smart factory and 
Industry 4.0. 

Challenges:

1. Much tighter URLLC requirements.

2. Information mismatch/freshness in factory 
manufacturing

Objectives:

1. Reliability-latency-energy-power tradeoff.

2. Information freshness investigation.

Age-Optimal Industrial IoT

Goal: Reliable connectivity for smart factory and 
Industry 4.0. 

Challenges:

1. Much tighter URLLC requirements.

2. Information mismatch/freshness in factory 
manufacturing

Objectives:

1. Reliability-latency-energy-power tradeoff.

2. Information freshness investigation.

Age-Optimal Industrial IoT

• The sensor’s transmit power affects the queuing 
delay, transmission delay, and peak AoI.
• We focus on the power minimization problem

C.-F. Liu and M. Bennis, ‘‘Federated learning with correlated data: Taming the tail for age-optimal industrial IoT,’’ 
in Proc. 19th Int. Symp. Modeling Optim. Mobile, Ad Hoc, Wireless Netw. (WiOpt) 2021.



Novel use of caches for Augmented Reality

• Object image caching to reduce computation and communication costs 
involved in object recognition in Augmented Reality (AR)

• Caches images using a combination of metrics: 
– object popularity index (favours objects most probable to be requested for recognition) 
– percentage of times when the object label has been encountered in the past,
– probability that an image is similar enough with already encountered images with same label 

• Outcome: drastic reduction of database searches
• significant reduction of computational resources (by 90%) and induced 

network traffic, thus improving user experience
14

G. Koutitas et al.: Practical Methods for Efficient Resource Utilization in AR Services

FIGURE 1. The objects in an AR application: holographic association and
feature-point database. There are several images associated with an
object, and each image involves a feature dataset. These images are
stored in a cache, together with their accompanying holographic and
extracted features.

costs. The work [19] has some conceptual similarities to
our approach since it also employs image caching in a so
called ‘‘recognition cache’’ on the device. The selection of the
images to cache is performed by exploiting spatiotemporal
locality. Our work complements their approach by enhancing
the metrics based on which the images are cached.
In continuous AR cases, holographic content needs to be

always overlaid on the physically captured image, as the user
moves. On the other hand, in non-continuous AR cases there
is a pre-registration phase that reduces the amount of times
when real- time object detection is needed. The AR setting
under investigation concerns cases where the object position
is static; thus visual attention can be used to guide the caching
algorithm. However, our approach can alsowork in a dynamic
scenario with object detection requests arising continually.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATION SCENARIO
An AR service provider offers holographic content to a set
U of users within a specific geographic region 3. Within
the area, there exist objects with identifiers bi 2 Q, i 2
{1, 2, . . .N}, where Q is the set of N objects. Each object
is associated to a unique holographic content hi 2 H , i 2
{1, 2, . . . ,H withH = N. An example scenario for the appli-
cation of such holographic content is in retail shops. In order
to deliver the AR service to customers, the AR provider needs
to perform offline two registration processes at the initializa-
tion phase: a) object registration, and b) hologram associa-
tion, presented in Fig. 1. During object registration, a number
of ‘‘training’’ images, are related to an object bi. The index n
in the figure indicates that more than one images may in fact
be associated to a registered object. Images are processed,
and their corresponding feature points are extracted using
methods such as ORB, KAZE, SURF [22]. Feature points are
mathematical representations of key regions of an image and
may include corners, edges or even parts of the image.

FIGURE 2. Top-view description of our scenario: a user with an AR
headset and app moves within an area with static objects.

A top view of the area of interest 3 is shown in Fig. 2.
This area is a grocery store and is one of the most challeng-
ing AR environments. Users walk across the grocery store
corridors with their smartphone, and they request information
about different grocery products at different times by pointing
the smartphone camera to the product. Several users may
simultaneously request data visualization, and they coexist in
a scene with a large density of static objects. We assume a
two-dimensional (2-D) setting here, however the concept can
be extended to a 3-D one.
Using an AR mobile app, the user can walk around and

observe holographic content overlaid on top of the physical
object. Each holographic content is associated to its object
with 2-D coordinates xi, yi. The user position is mapped
to 2-D coordinates (xu, yu). With respect to user location,
the object polar coordinates are:

r =
q

(xi � xu)2 + (yi � yu)2 (1a)

' = tan�1
✓
yi � yu
xi � xu

◆
(1b)

The AR device has a specific Field of View (FoV) with
angle !. For example, existing AR headset technologies
have a FoV in the range 30 ! 60. For User Experi-
ence (UX) purposes, the holographic content that is visual-
ized is the one associated to the set of objects D ⇢ Q that
fall inside an AR Experience Area, denoted by E, which is
a sector of ! degrees angle, i.e. a portion of a hypothetical
circle (or a sphere) of radius d around the user position
that includes an area E = ⇡d2 · !

�
360, as indicated in

Fig. 2.

B. DISAGGREGATION OF AR PROCESSES
As the user navigates along her path, there are various tasks
that need to be executed to deliver the AR service to her.
An example is shown in Fig. 3. The first task is frame
processing. Frames are images in the FoV Eu of user u.
Upon capture, these frames are reduced in size, typically
to 480 x 270 pixels, they are converted to gray scale, and
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Algorithm 1 Caching Algorithm Based on Visual Attention
1. Object Registration in the database
- For each object i 2 N , create feature points using ORB
algorithm,
- register feature points in database
- assign holographic content to each group of feature points
- store position xi, yi of objects
2. Computation of object significance probability and
of metric (8)
- For each object i 2 N calculate significance probability
pi as follows:
- Count the number of users ki in whose FoV the object
i is located (the object is in the FoV of a user if the
user-object distance satisfies r  �d&(' � !

2 )  '

 (' + !
2 ) - assume �d=5m, !=300, a typical FoV).

pi = ki/
P

i ki (normalized, so that pi 2 [0, 1]).
- Compute metric gi as in (8).
END

3. Caching
- Cluster objects into groups closely located to each other
- Sort objects of each group based on
gi: [b]!sort(gj,0 descend0)

- Place sorted objects in the cache until cache capacity is
reached
4. Object Recognition
- Choose sensitivity parameter ✓ ratio (e.g. ✓ ratio = 0.6) and
feature matching threshold ✓ (e.g. ✓ = 200 matched
features)
- For each incoming frame i, compute similarity sij with
each cached
image j (BRUTE FORCE matching algorithm)
- Declare perfect match at imagemin{j : sij � ✓} and return
corresponding object as recognized object
ELSE IF no match is found
- Send image to cloud image database.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In order to avoid large client-server propagation delays,
we assume that the AR service provider is willing to execute
the service locally at the edge. Following the notation of
Fig. 1, for each user position (xu(t), yu(t)) at time t and a
view angle 'u(t) of the user, the method needs to identify
the holographic content h(x,y,',t) that will be delivered to
each user u 2 U . To reduce the total roundtrip delay TAR,
we propose two methods.

The first one uses edge caching in a novel manner in order
to reduce the computation cost of object recognition. This
method can be implemented for continuous AR use cases.
The second algorithm defines a binary decision operator
which can be thought of as a spatial filter that initiates object
recognition only when the user is near a predefined object of
interest. This method helps to reduce communication costs.

A. IMAGE CACHING ALGORITHM
A first key idea is that we would like to keep in the cache
images of items that are popular in terms of user request

FIGURE 4. a) 3D view of a grid layout scenario with the significance
probability of various products in aisles. Red color indicates high
significance. b) visual attention map visualization [24].

probability. Popularity is related to the frequency of holo-
graphic content request for a specific object, which is directly
associated to the visual attention of users on specific objects
of the scene (Fig. 4). At the same time, cached images should
also guarantee high probability for correct object recogni-
tion. The algorithm parses through the set of cached images
according to a priority index. This process is shown in Fig. 5.
If a match is not found in the local cache, the object recogni-
tion task is sent to the cloud, and the entire database lookup
is performed for image matching.

1) SIGNIFICANCE OF AN OBJECT
Assuming sequential database search, images with higher
popularity should be stored first in the cache. Image popu-
larity is computed as follows. For a set of candidate objects
S ⇢ N , consider a Markov chain depicted as a graph where
nodes are objects, and a link (i, j) between nodes denotes
transitions of user requests from object i to j.

The stationary distribution of the Markov chain is denoted
by vector p = (pi : i 2 S) and captures the ‘‘significance’’ of
objects. That is, it models the visual attention of users [23] in
terms of an estimate of the long-term probability that a user
requests an object. Usually, information about visual attention
can be obtained through eye-tracking technologies. There are
various metrics to be considered such as: (a) the time to first

VOLUME 8, 2020 220267

G. Koutitas, S. Vyas, C. Vyas, S. Jadon, I. Koutsopoulos "Practical Methods for Efficient Resource Utilization in Augmented 
Reality Services", in IEEE Access, Dec 2020. 

https://mm.aueb.gr/leadingedge/pubs/2020_KVVJK_Access.pdf
https://mm.aueb.gr/leadingedge/pubs/2020_KVVJK_Access.pdf


Community network based services
● Community network testbed:

Wireless mesh network with mini-pc 
small servers

● Locations: UPC campus and several in 
Barcelona

● eReuse testbed: 
● Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) 

(permissioned blockchain) for 
verifiability (traceability, accountability) 
of sustainable (circular) edge/end-user 
devices (use, reuse, recycling).

● Implemented with geth & Besu
daemons, 3-5 replica nodes, transactions 
and Ethereum virtual machine with 
Solidity smart contracts
● Two locations: UPC campus, CATNIX Internet 

eXchange

15L Navarro, M Roura, D Franquesa, eReuse poster: the circular economy of digital devices, COMPASS '21: ACM SIGCAS 
Conf. on Computing and Sustainable Societies, June 2021

Future:

à Explore user experience of eReuse: digital sustainable product 

passport, at global scale → spin-off company, in preparation, 

to provide software and services on digitalised management of 

edge devices in computing infrastructures

à Contribution to international standards: UN ITU-T, on 

decentralized digital infrastructures for sustainable digital 

transformation of cities and communities.

https://upcommons.upc.edu/bitstream/handle/2117/360857/Poster_ACM_COMPASS.pdf


Federated Learning experimentation 
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Federated Learning deployment and evaluation in Guifi.net testbed

FL server

FL client

F. Freitag, P. Vilchez, L. Wei, C.H Liu, M. Selimi, I. Koutsopoulos. Demo: An Experimental Environment Based On Mini-PCs For 
Federated Learning Research. 2022 IEEE Consumer Communications & Networking Conference (CCNC), January 2022
F. Freitag, P. Vilchez, Ch. Liu, L. Wei, M. Selimi. Performance Evaluation of Federated Learning over Wireless Mesh Networks 
with Low-Capacity Devices. International Conference on Information Technology & Systems (ICITS), February 2022

Develop, evaluate experimentally and analyse performance of federated learning 
over wireless mesh networks and low computing capacity devices.

https://personals.ac.upc.edu/felix/CR_2022_CCNC_Demo.pdf
https://personals.ac.upc.edu/felix/CR_2022_CCNC_Demo.pdf
https://personals.ac.upc.edu/felix/CR_2022_02_ICITS.pdf
https://personals.ac.upc.edu/felix/CR_2022_02_ICITS.pdf


Intelligent 4/5G Network Service orchestration

Cloud-Native agile 4G/5G service Operator in cloud native environment 
(Kubernetes) 

Developed RAN network functions from multiple vendors as cloud native functions to be 
automated in Kubernetes via Trirematics-Operator. 

Developed Trirematics-Operator (management and orchestration tool to support different 
deployment scenarios (e.g., monolithic and disaggregation modes for the RAN and core 

network)
Automated deployment and (re)configuration.

Of high interest for OpenAirInterface (OAI) and Mosaic5G communities for service provision 
in cloud native.
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Hydra (Multi-X) Environment
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Trirematics (t9s) Architecture

2

O. Arouk, A. Mohammadi, N. Nikaein. "Trirematics: An Intelligent RAN service operator in cloud native environment" 
OAI Workshop, December 2021; https://youtu.be/duFrpN3zQBg?list=PLvcdcD3akbdBFPZs44h2hpQDmEomruEUP

https://youtu.be/duFrpN3zQBg?list=PLvcdcD3akbdBFPZs44h2hpQDmEomruEUP


Dissemination actions
• 14 papers in international conferences 
• 9 papers in international journals
• 1 book chapter, 1 demo paper
• Involvement of consortium members in organization of 2 

international workshops and conferences: WiOpt 2021, Mosaic5G 
workshop 

• 1 Tutorial and 3 Keynote presentation in international conferences 
– @IEEE ICC 2020, IEEE GLOBECOM 2020, IEEE CCNC 2021

• Collaboration with research groups out of project
• Dissemination to 3 European projects

– 6GENESIS project https://www.oulu.fi/6gflagship/

– 6G-Brains, 5G-VICTORI (https://www.5g-victori-project.eu/
• Participation in Video Quality Experts Group
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Sustainability and exploitation (1)
• 3 Pillars of exploitation

– guifi net: service deployment and orchestration of interest to guifi.net
community network

– Trirematics (successor of Kube5G) developed with the possibility to orchestrate 
4G/5G RAN in cloud native environment (Kubernetes), to be released as an 
opensource software.
• of high interest for OpenAirInterface (OAI) and Mosaic5G communities for 

service provision.
– StreamOwl: Edge-based versions of video quality monitoring probes based on 

international video quality standards. 

• New services
– eReuse initiative has released several software pieces for the inventory and 

management of digital devices in a community according to principles of 

circular economy. 
– LoRaMoto: a communications system aimed at helping civilians exchange 

information in the aftermath of a natural disaster 19

http://guifi.net/


Sustainability and exploitation (2)
• Software and prototypes

– Federated Learning: publication of software in public repositories
– PiGeon: a lightweight platform for deploying QoS-sensitive services in edge 

clouds built of single-board devices.
– REDEMON: a resilient decentralized automated monitoring system of the 

guifi.net Community Network to replace legacy monitoring system

• Planned exploitation actions
– Creation of a spin-off software and services company around the topic of the 

circular economy of digital devices in local communities.
– European patents of inventions from project work
– Launch follow-up internal project in Huawei to leverage results and examine 

applicability for 6G AI services 
– Horizon Europe followup projects, discussions underway
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Thank you!

LeadingEdge site: 
https://mm.aueb.gr/leadingedge/

Contact: jordan@aueb.gr
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